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between systems from the same germ layer in the
gastrula or predict outcomes that were not directly
in their notes, most could not do it.
Studies find that it is not unusual for students
to misunderstand and retain information they have
successfully passed in their courses (Astin 1985).
Tinto (1987) found that many students cannot apply
the information they have in courses to common,
every-day situationsand Daloz (1987)concludedfrom
his studies that most students in high school cannot
make comparative relationshipsbetween the factual
content they have learned. Perkins (1994) found that
many students continueto hold misconceptionsabout
course material they have successfully passed on
recently taken exams.
Why can't many of our students make connections
between things they know? Is it because of the
poor study habits of today's students or the difficult
reading levels of contemporary science textbooks?
Perhapsthe reason students aren'tretainingor understanding information they are taught is due to the
way we are teaching.
How often do we, as biology teachers,ask students
to draw connectionsbetween things we teach them?
Do we encourage students to apply the concepts
they leam to things outside the lesson? In many
biology classrooms,all the instructionaltime is spent
going over the factual content in the text. Despite
the teachers' acknowledgmentthat the primary goal
of teaching is for students to understand and be able
to apply the material, many feel pressure to cover
as much of the content in the textbook as they can.
Unfortunately, in many schools it is the content in
the textbook or an exit exam that drives the biology
curriculum.
Furthermore,many biology teachers continue to
support the assumption that content recitation confirms content comprehension. This is supported by
the fact that most of the biology exams given to
students across the countryfocus on the facts covered
in the unit. The few exams that do include open-
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If I hear-I forget, If I see-I remember,If I
do-I understand.Seasoned educators know,
however, that seeing and doing can lead to forgetting
as well. Simply viewing the materialwill not automatically lead to remembering,and working with something will not automatically lead to understanding.
For lasting learning to take place, students must be
actively involved in thinking about what is being
heard, seen or done.
For example, students in biology laboratoriessometimes perform investigations without understanding
what they are doing. Indeed, so widespread has the
idea of "hands-on education"become in our schools
that students have become skillful at setting up
learning situations, following directions, performing
activities, and cleaning up after themselves. In fact,
students have become so competent in the "handson" format that they can answer questions on a
performancesheet or describe what they have completed in an activity report without totally understanding what they have just accomplished.
I watched a high school lab in advanced biology
exploring the embryologic development of amphibians. Eachstudent observed preserved stages of developing frog eggs in petri dishes under a dissection
scope and arranged them in order from zygote to
tadpole, drawing each stage as he or she went along.
In a late stage, organogenesis was introduced and
the students read what organ systems developed
from the various layers. The participants worked
quickly and efficiently through their task, completing
it before the lab ended. I returned the following
week to find out how the students had done on
their exam on the subject.Grades on the test revealed
that the "learning" of the subject matter was very
high in this group of high achievers. Yet when I
asked students if they could draw correlations

in Biology
UsingConstructivism
Instruction
Although constructivism gives us an idea about
how learning takes place, using constructivemethods

in biology teaching presents a real challenge. The
researchliteratureon the philosophy reveals that the
constructivist style used by one practitioner often
differs significantlyfrom the method used by another
in a second discipline (Good 1993). One of the most
successfully utilized constructivistmethods for biology is the "5 E"model developed severalyears ago by
Rodger Bybee of the Biological Sciences Curriculum
Studies (BSCS).Bybee (1993)based his model on the
once popular ScienceCurriculumImprovementStudy
(SCIS)learning cycle. According to two researchers
that scrutinized the model, the SCIS learning cycle
provides an excellent foundation on which to build
constructivist-based lessons because it encourages
peer interaction in resolving instructor-generated
problems (Glasson& Lalik 1993).Bybee'sconstructivist design focuses on five instructional phases:
Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate.
The Engage activity motivates the class for the topic;
the Exploresegment encouragesthe students to examine the topic in small groups; the Explain segment
allows them to describe to other members in the
class what their team has discovered; the Elaborate
permits the students to expand on the topic; and the
Evaluate activity provides the students a means of
assessing what they have learned. The 5 E model
was recently utilized in a large General Biology
course for nonscience majorsin a midsize university.
The results indicated that the undergraduatesin the
course scored significantly better on the biology
exams and enjoyed the course more than the students
in traditional teacher-directedbiology classes (Lord
1996).
Despite what the researchshows about the benefits
of using such student-centered,constructivist-based
instructional methods, the vast majority of biology
teachers still conduct their classes in a teacherdirected fashion (Yager 1991). A survey of several
hundred high school and college biology instructors
indicates there are several reasons why teachers continue to use instructor-directedmethods (Lord1994b).
One of the majorreasons given by biology educators
for not using cooperativelearning in their instruction
is that they believe the instructional method they
presently employ is effective in getting what is essential across to the majorityof their students. Most of
these teachers state that they have used their science
teaching practices for years and will strongly resist
any change forced upon them. Interestingly,several
biology teachers in this group claim that, despite
their teacher-centeredinstructionduring class presentations, they have been using cooperative learning
for years in the laboratory segment of their course
where students work with teammates to complete
specific lab exercises. Like many teachers, these
instructorswrongly equate any form of group work
with cooperative learning.
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ended, subjective-type questions are still heavily
laden with questions that depend solely on rote
memory (Menges 1988). With the emphasis on
nomenclature rather than comprehension, it is no
wonder that the students of today have misunderstanding about biology. When the evaluation of what
they know is based on rote memorizationand reiteration, students don't expend the additional cognitive
energy that is required to apply the information to
other situations and truly comprehend the subject.
If the goal of our instruction is to develop students
who are enthused about biology and really understand the material, we need to drastically modify
the way we teach.
Beforewe can make changes in our teaching methods, however, we should consider what is really
involved in the way the students acquireknowledge.
Learning psychologists point out that knowledge is
something that resides within one's body, not outside
it in biology textbooksand lecturenotes. New knowledge results when information encountered cognitively interactswith what the learner already knows.
Throughthis interaction,the biology student attempts
to fit the new informationwith mental notions that
are already perceived and understood from his or
her past experiences. Once the new information is
properly assimilatedwith the old, real understanding
of the issue is reached and a new level of biological
knowledge is gained.
Learning theorists term this view of knowledge
acquisition "constructivism." Constructivist educators believe that students make sense of what they
are presented by associatingit with prior knowledge.
Once the newly gleaned information is implanted
on the person's existing knowledge, the learner is
enlightened on the subject and can interact,describe
and exchange his/her new insights with others. By
attempting to explain what one knows about a topic
to someone else, explainerstest the fit of their understanding of the material. Similarly, while trying to
understandwhat a colleague is saying, listeners question and challenge their own understandings and
try to fit the material into their already established
cognitive foundations.In the learningprocess, mental
energies are expended by both the deliverer and the
receiver. In a traditional, teacher-directedclassroom
the expenditure of cognitive energy that enables listeners to cement new knowledge on their existing
foundations rarely exceeds 10 to 12 straight minutes.
In a student-directed classroom, however, cognitive
energy continues to be expended for most of the
class period (Wilson 1987).

Resistance to Cooperative Learning
Let's examine these reasons for not using cooperative learning in science instruction. First, we need
to realize that some students do succeed in teacherdirected, lecture settings. These kids are generally
the best students: academicallythey read, write and
memorize well and are competitiveand goal oriented.
This segment of the student population will succeed
no matter what teaching style is employed by the
instructor(McKeachie1988). A professor I know, for
example, recites his lessons to the biology majors in
his class for the entire period. He pedanticallyfollows
this teacher-directed,lecture format class after class
for the entire term. Only occasionally does he use
the chalkboardor an overheadprojectorin his instruction to help disseminate the content he is delivering.
Yet, despite his poor teaching style, his students pass
most of his standard, objective-styletests that come
with the adopted textbook. Although his teaching
method is considered poor by present-daystandards,
the majorityof his students are successful in "learning" what is needed to pass the course. In fact, most
score high enough to get an A or a B.
It's the other, much larger group of students that
we have in our biology classes who have trouble
learning from teacher-directedinstruction. It's this
group of non-rote learners who greatly benefit from
breaks in the teacher-directedroutine to discuss the
relevant information in the lesson with others and
to manipulate the material in their minds in an

attempt to find a fit with what they already know
(Ruhl, Hughes & Schloss 1987). As a matter of fact,
it's not just the non-rote leamers who benefit from
student-directeddiscussions. Research finds that all
kids (even the most gifted) need to do this as well
if they're going to hold the information in their
heads for an appreciableamount of time (Yager1991;
Lorsbach & Tobin 1994).
Furthermore,the constructivist-based,cooperative
learning requiresthat biology teachers appraisewhat
is important for true understanding of the material
and remove superfluous content from the lesson.
Many "bioeducators"have for years simply revised
their lessons with new material and only marginally
eliminated less pertinent informationfrom their presentations. As a result, in many biology classes the
content in the courses has increased appreciablyover
time. Interestingly,research studies have discovered
that up to a third of the content in a traditionally
taught biology class could be replaced with studentcentered exercises that challenge students' learning
without sacrificing understanding (Menges 1988).
Mayer-Smithand Moon (1993)found thatby eliminating superfluous and repetitious content from traditional biology classes, student-focused group activities such as analyzing chartsand graphs,constructing
concept maps, and answering challenging questions
can be included in a lesson without serious consequence. Lord (1996)found that reducing the breadth
of coverage in General Biology allowed for greater
depth and understanding of the subjectby students.
The researchhas revealed anotherimportantaspect
of constructivism.Lorsbach et al. (1993) found that
as instructorsmove from traditionalto constructivist
teaching formats, behavior in the biology class and
laboratoryundergoes a transition to where the students become more interested in the subject and
disrupt the class less frequently.With less time spent
in corrective management, the teacher can devote
more time to the learning process.

Creating Construcfivist-BasedActivities
If constructivist-based,cooperativelearningis done
properly, student learning is enhanced at any level
of biology. The reason that some experience failure
in their teaching with the practiceis that cooperative
learning isn't done right much of the time. There
are several factors that will doom an honest effort
by a teacher to utilize cooperative learning in his or
her biology classroom(Table1). One commonexercise
that is adversely used as a cooperative learning
activity is asking students to do something in their
group that can easily be done by one person. In some
cooperative learning settings, for example, teachers
might ask student groups to copy a diagram from
their biology book on a sheet of paper or have
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The survey found, however, that many biology
teachers were willing to adopt new forms of instruction to their teaching if they were sure it would lead
to higher learning in their students. Many of these
educators, however, had misgivings about cooperative learning and other forms of student-centered
instruction. Countless teachers in this group said
they had tried to use cooperative learning in the
past but found their best students did not learn as
much and their not-as-advanced students "fooled
around" and did not learn with the method. Another
large group said it had tried student-centeredteaching practices in past years but had gone back to a
traditional format because it could not cover all the
content to which it was accustomed. Some of the
surveyed teachers said that cooperative learning
worked well in the arts, humanities and the social
studies, but that it didn't work in science-related
subjects. According to this group, science is built
around undeniable truths, facts that each student
must know to pass the subject. Most supporters of
this position believed that science content can't be
learned through shared cooperation. Rather, each
individual must learn the information on his or
her own.

Table 1. Productiveand unproductive student-centered
learning activities.
Productive

Unproductive

* Questions with answers
not simply found in the
text
a Questions that have
several answers
* Questions with answers
that are open ended
* Questions that require
student interpretation

easily found in the text
* Questions that are too

simple for the students
* Questions that one

student has no trouble
doing alone
a Questions with answers
that are simply
memorized
* Questions with one
correctanswer
* Questions that have no
relevance to the
materialbeing taught

student groups draw a representationof what is seen
in the microscope. This type of activity generally
involves just one member of the team and creates
a poor learning situation for most of the students.
Another exercise often used as a cooperative learning activity in biology and is doomed to fail is that
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* Questions that are
challenging
* Questions that
encouragestudents to
give their opinions

* Questions with answers

of asking the group of students to do a task that
only has one right answer. Some teachers, for example, may ask student groups in a cooperativelearning
setting to look up definitions of biological terms in
the book's glossary or a dictionary. Other teachers
may assign cooperative learning teams to look up
the answers to questions at the end of the textbook
chapter or from a worksheet. Both of these activities
have little learning value and are generally seen as
busy work by students.
Group work that requiresstudents to simply memorize information is another type of exercise commonly used as a cooperative learning activity in
biology which will eventually lead to failure. Teachers, for example, ask students to review diagram
labels or vocabularyterms in their cooperativegroups
for an upcoming test. This activity may keep the
students busy for a while but it is not a productive
learning experience and it certainly is not constructive-based, cooperative learning.
On the other hand, there are many exercises that
frequently lead to a productive, cooperative learning
experiencefor biology students. Activities that contain
questions with answers not directly found in the
biology book work well for constructivist-based,student work groups. Ratherthan asking teams to label
a diagram on a worksheet in their text, for example,

able reasons why home owners should have the right
to treat their property any way they want and five
defendable reasons why home owners should not
have that right will generate a lot of thinking within
each of the groups.
Examplesof other constructivist-based,cooperative
learning activities for General Biology are shown in
Figure 1.

Managing Cooperative Learning
Teaching
Another reason why biology teachers said they
did not use student-centeredconstructivistteaching
with their classes was the perceivedhassle of incorporating it into the daily instruction. Often, there is
so much time lost establishing student groups and
handing out the cooperative group materials that
half the class period is lost. Instructiontime is, indeed,
a precious factor in biology teaching. This is why
preclass planning is so importantin structuringsuccessful constructivist-based,cooperativelearning sessions in biology.
The managementof the cooperativelearning experience need not be a hassle. Many teachers find that
if they develop their groups at the onset of each
marking period and require the students to sit with
theirteammatesduring each class, little time is wasted
initiating short group activities during class. One
way of doing this that has been successful is to place
a different desk or chair number on each course
schedule sheet for the marking period. As students
enter the class at the onset of the term, they are
handed a course schedule from a scrambled stack
holding a specific seat number and told to find their
new seat for the marking period. As the students
locate their new place in the class, they meet the
teammates they will work with for the term (Lord
1994a).
The content packet system successfully used with
large numbers of cooperative groups will make the
management even more efficient. Earlierin the day
the instructor places a large envelope with all the
easily managed materialthe group will need for the
class. Then, at the beginning of the class period, a
member of each cooperative team retrieves the content package from the front of the room. Such items
as short readings, informationoutlines, term sheets,
challenge question answer sheets, team quiz results,
and even the challenge questions and team quizzes
(sealed in different small envelopes) can be placed
in the envelope. When it is time for a team activity
during class, the instructor asks the groups to pull
an answer sheet and!/or sealed question from the
large envelope and attempt to answer it as a team.
When a student group reaches consensus on the
answer, someone in the group writes down the
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ask them to create a structure placing the diagram
labels in some unusual areas. For instance, ask them
to create a flower of a submerged aquaticangiosperm
and compare it to a typical terrestrial blossom.
Remind the students that they must use most of the
terms on the book's diagram and be ready to explain
their answers.The teams may not know aboutmissing
structures or be able to defend all the parts on all
their drawings but they will work together and put
creative, high-level thinking into their team's effort.
Another constructivist-typeexercise that generally
works as a cooperative learning activity includes
questions that have several answers. For example,
rather than teaching the physiology of different
organs in one of the systems of the human body
through teacher-directedlecture,ask students to come
up with the functions of the system's components.
If this type of activity is used, it is important to
specify a number of functions for each organ. For
example, instead of asking students to list "several"
functions of the digestive organs (mouth, esophagus,
stomach, pancreas, intestines, liver and colon), ask
them to give you eight functions of the mouth, three
for the esophagus, eight for the stomach, four for
the pancreas, eight for the intestines, eight for the
liver, and six for the color. When you specify the
number of items for each organ, it challenges the
student teams and assures that all members will
contribute to the answer.
Open-endedquestions are also excellentfor challenging constructivist groups in biology. Queries that
do not have specific answers encourage all members
of the team to contributeto the group's answer. An
example of this type of question would be to ask
teams to come up with 10 actions that industrialized
nations could take to help the economies of third
world countries,or to ask teams to develop a concept
map of direct and indirect factors that would influence habitat conditions in an environment.
Questions that require interpretationare also good
cooperative learning exercises. Asking student teams
to interpret informationfrom a chart or graph is an
excellent constructivist-based,group activity.Another
is to have teams solve a question that may be interpreted different ways. Asking groups to come up with
at least seven examples of movements in plants, for
example, leads to an arrayof various answers. These
might include transportof materialswithin the plant's
vascular tissues, mitotic growth of meristem tissue,
surprisingly quick nastic reactions, sunlight-directed
diurnal and nocturnal activities, and endocrinedirected tropic and developmental movements. The
smorgasbordof answers provides for rich group and
class discussion and enlightenment.
Opinion questions are also excellent for simulating
constructivistinteractionwithin a group. Forinstance,
asking student groups to come up with five defend-

MultianswerQuestions
We have learnedthat,to acquirethe materialsthey need
to survive,animalseat differenttypes of food. Some are
solely planteaters(herbivores),some aresolely meateaters(carnivores),
andsomeeatbothplantsandmeat(omnivores).As a team,makea list of 10 animalsthatfit under
eachcategory.Afteryou have done this, arrangethe animals in a multi-tieredpatternof who mighteat whom if
the differentanimalswere all placedin a 25-acre,plantrich field enclosedby a high chain-linkedfence.

Chart & Diagram Interpretation
We know that one species can drastically influence
another.See if you and your partnerscan draw population
curves for acorns, owls and squirrels in the large park in
town as the curves might have looked from 1900 to 1990.
On the board is a line chart that indicates the level of
oxyhemoglobin in the blood stream of a fetus. Quantity
of blood oxygen is indicated by the vertical axis and the
area along the fetal circulatory pathway is indicated on
the horizontal axis. The letters on the curve itself indicate
specific sites along the blood route. See if you and your
teammates can come up with the correct site for each
letter.

We've seen that we have three membranesaroundour
brain and spinal cord and that there is fluid (cerebral- Problem
Solving
spinalfluid)betweenthe membranes.Seeif you andyour
If
Mary
Lyons
is correct and only the patemal or the
partnerscan come up with three differentfunctionsof
X
maternal
chromosome
is active in any one cell (and the
this multimembrane-fluid
coat.

other is dormant), why don't women carriersof diseases
such as hemophilia, tintinal deafness and colorblindness
express the disease in half their cells? Each group should
develop a reasonable hypothesis.

Concept Maps
We know that changesin an environmentwill affectthe
plantsandanimalslivingthere.Seeif you andyourteammatescanconstructa conceptmapwith20 environmental Upon his return to England, Darwin wrote of the huge
factors (both biotic and abiotic)that could directly or variations that exist within a single species (1). He also
read Thomas Malthus' essay on potentials of population
indirectlychangean area.
Thereareseveralways natureuses to preventanimalsof
differentspeciesfromsuccessfullyproducinghybrids.See
if you and your team can constructa conceptmap with
at least 12 ways animalsare isolatedreproductively.
Scenarios
A local pet store owner purchaseda dozen temperature
zone South Americanfield toads from a distributorto
sell fromhis shop in town. Severaldays afterhe received
(andpaid for)them,he learnedthatthe toadswerelisted
as endangeredby the SouthAmericangovernmentand
that the distributorhad illegallyobtainedthem. Callsto
the distributorrevealedthat he had skippedtown. Not
knowingwhat to do, and not wantingto get in trouble,
the owner decided to releasethe toads in a large field
nearthe school.As a group,predictwhat would happen
to thefreedtoadsandgive a rationaleforyourconclusion.
Feeling tired after a long job around town, a student
dranka pint of Gatorade?,a glucose-richfluid.Sincethe
monosaccharidesin the drink were alreadyin a small,
absorbablestate, they need no enzyme treatmentand
were quicklymoved throughthe intestinelininginto the
blood stream. Soon they were transferred to the tired
muscle cells and absorbed through the cell membranes. In
10 minutes, the student felt refreshed and had no muscle

growth outstripping food production (2) and Charles
Lyell's book on geological change being persistent and
continuous (3). From the three, he formed the backbone
of his theory. Discuss with your group what each of the
three mean and how Charles Darwin combined the ideas
of each into his concept of evolution. Then write your
team's understanding of the theory in your own words.
Participation Activity
In the little envelope in your "source packet" is a series
of circles of different colors. While one team member
closes his/her eyes, scatter the circles on the desk top.
Next tell the "blind" member (who represents a predator)
that he / she should pick up as many circles (which represent prey) as possible in 15 seconds. After this is done,
count the different number of colors "captured by the
predator." Write the results on a team sheet and explain
how this relates to natural selection.
Even though we seem to have a large variety of tastes,
we have only four types of receptors for gustation. The
receptors are located in different regions of our tongue.
Each member of your team should apply one of the solutions at your teamsite to his/her tongue and determine
where he / she senses a definite taste. Note where the sense
occurs on the tongue and what it tastes like. Draw a team
map of taste locations on the tongue.

Figure 1. Examples of the constructivist-based biology activities that work with cooperative learning.
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Theproperfunctioningof our digestivetractdependson
a multitude of enzymes. Under ideal conditions,large
foodstuffsare quicklyand systematicallybrokendown
to very small particlesthat can pass throughthe tract's
membranelinings. Sometimes, however, the enzyme
activityis slowed (or quickened),and even interrupted
by certainfactorsin the digestiveenvironment.Seeif you
and your teammatescan come up with a list of at least
fourfactorsthatwill disruptor enhanceenzymeactivity.

fatigue. In fact, the muscles seem "energized." See if you
and your partners can trace what happened to the glucose
(a) upon entering the cytoplasm (b) when it passed
through the membrane of its treated organelle, and (c)
after parts of it moved to the center of the treatment
organelle.
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Figure2. The bookshelf approachto using the "/5 E" model during a 60-minuteperiod. Teacher-studentexploratorysessions
are interspersedwith student-studentactivitiesduring instruction.

answer on the answer sheet. Answer sheets are collected by the instructor as each team completes the
question. Next, the teacher randomly selects one or
two answer sheets from the collected bunch and asks
one of the team members to recite his/her group's
answers. Correct and incorrect conclusions are discussed as a class and corrections are suggested by
teams when needed. Following this event, the instructor moves the class toward furtherelaborationof the
material and another group challenge.
The above sequenceis repeatedseveraltimes during
the class period as learningextends furtherand further
into the topic of the day. The system can be thought of
as a series of informativebooks placed in a progressive
sequence on a bookshelf. As students move through
the class, they pick up new informationto 10- to 12minute spurts broken by short periods of student-tostudent interactionin which each pupil tests the fit of
his/her perception of what was just discussed with
his/her own knowledge about the subject(Figure2).
With 8 to 10 minutes left in the class, the teacher
directsthe groups to conclude what they have learned
and gives them severalminutes to review the information with one another.Then, with five minutes to go,
a color or number is randomly selected from a series
of four (each group memberhas his/her own color or
number).When a color or number is selected, the person holding that color or number takes a short quiz
on the day's materialand the restof the classis excused.
All members of the team receive the grade earned by
their representative.Alternatively,if it is not possible
to excuse the nontest-takers,each member of a team

can take the quiz. In this situation,the instructorwill
randomlyselect only one test from the group to count
for each team member. Because the students do not
know which member will be selected, they all study
and review for the test. In this way all of the team
members are accountablefor the information.

Sharing& Gradingin Cooperative
Learning
Another of the concerns expressed about using
cooperative groups was how teachers could be sure
that the work is being shared equally within the
group rather than being done by one or two in the
team. The answer is that it is impossible to know
this. However, if one thinks about the work each
individual in a society performs in the "real world,"
he or she realizes that work is rarely shared equally
by each member of the population. Some societal
members contributemore than others to the community. However, if everyone does what he or she can,
the whole community benefits. Recognizing only the
best people in a communityis rarelyproductive since
it turns many would-be supporters or contributors
away. In fact, rewarding specific individuals in a
communityis really only importantin highly competitive situations. With cooperative learning, the goal
is sharing the task of learning and helping each
person through the activity. Because the students in
each team all begin with different levels of preexisting knowledge, they all build their new insights
of the informationon different cognitive foundation
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* Divide your class randomly into teams during

thefirst meeting.
a. Seat numbers on syllabus-seating chart
on overhead.
b. Group letters on syllabus-group letters
taped on wall.
* Tell students what you're doing in the first
class.
* Give students an activity to do early in first
class to try it out.
a. Give at least one to two team activities
eachperiod.
b. Make team activities challenging.
c. Center team activities around constructivist
principles.
d. Always give the groups a numberof answers
to shoot for.
* Use pointsratherthangrades(i.e. 1000 possible
for class).
a. Give student points for quizzes,tests, labs,
teamsheets.
* Give students creditfor group work onlyif they
arepresent.
* Place all materialsthe groups will use in a large
envelope (content packet).
a. Groupmemberretrievesthe envelope when
class starts.
b. Group member retums the envelope when
class ends.
* Provide groups with a singleoutlineof material
for the day in the content packet.
* Keep eachmemberof the group apprisedof his/
her status.
a. Put individual's points in content envelope
each meeting.
* Give a short quiz at end of each class for
accountability.
a. Give teams 3-5 minutes to straighten out
member problems.
b. Randomly select one member of each team
to take quiz.
c. All present members get points earned by
team quiz-taker.
* Set it up so everyone in the class can attainquiz
pointmaximum.
a. i.e. Must earn 150 quiz points by semester's end.
b. Manipulatequiz points as needed (5 points!
quiz early, 8 points/ quiz later).
c. Go over the session quiz at the onset of the
next meeting.
* Give major exams to each student-not to a
team test-taker.
Figure3. Managinga constructivist-based,cooperative
learningclass.
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levels. Therefore,some students need more help than
other students to understand the material. Through
teamwork, everyone benefits and all leam from the
experience. The brightest student in the group tends
to contribute more to the concluding answer than
the others in the team but, if it is a good cooperative
learning activity, all members in the group will be
involved and all will leam from the activity! By
explaining it to others, the bright student tests his/
her understanding of the item, often discovering and
correcting perturbations in his/her thinking. This
results in a clearer understanding of the subject by
that student. Other students in the group also leam
as they attemptto make sense of the new information
from their cognitive bases. These students often interject issues pertinent to the subject that the brighter
student hasn't considered. In so doing, the poorer
student gains the respect of the others in the group,
something that generally doesn't occur in teacherdirected classes. The students in the middle also
benefit as they contribute and analyze the issue,
fitting it with their preconceived thoughts.
Gradingis always a difficult problem with studentcentered classes. It is often hard to determine where
each student falls on a conventional percentage scale
when groups, rather than individuals, receive scores
for work. One way to avoid this dilemma is to
base student grades on points earned rather than

Conclusion
Biology students need to be actively challenged
by their learning. Students don't learn by being
passive bystanders in the learning process. The challenge to biology teachers isn't to put together entertaining presentations;it's putting togetherchallenging
scenarios and questions that cause pupils to think
about what they are being taught. Not only do
students need time to think about the challenge but
they should be provided with time to discuss their

thoughts and ideas with others in their classes. It is
through such discussion with peers that students test
their new knowledge and correcttheir misinterpretations. As this occurs, the new information is fitted
with their pre-existing insights. This is how knowledge grows in our minds and is what good biology
instruction is all about.
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percentage scores throughout the marking period.
Students can earn points toward their grade both
through their contribution to the team (i.e. group
answers on challenge questions, group tests and
quizzebs,group homework, group projects, group
papers) and through assessing their understanding
as individuals (i.e. individual exam scores, individual
project contributions, topic contributions to a term
paper). The instructorscan decide how much of the
final grade should be based on points earned through
group or individual efforts (Figure 3).
Sometimes a single cooperativegroup activity may
carry with it both team and individual assessments.
Team projects, debates, term papers, and presentations can be scored both as one unit and/or individually, especially if the assignment includes a specific
component for each team member to complete. This
type of exercise provides the instructorwith a measure of each person's contributionto the group effort
(and, therefore, how accountable each member was
for the information). Teams receive one score for
their project along with an individual member score
for his/her contribution. Instructors can weigh the
two scores differentlyas their conscienceguides them.
For example, each semester student teams in my
EnvironmentalScience course prepare a term paper
on a major environmentalissue (i.e. fossil fuels). The
paper always includes four aspects (i.e. biotic impact,
abiotic impact, economic impact and social impact),
with each member of the group responsible for one
of the portions. Students receive 100 points for the
overall paper and each receives 100 points for his/
her section of the assignment.This system encourages
each memberof a team not only to do his/her section
of the paper but to motivate and help the less capable
teammates. If one of the group members defiantly
fails to contributeto the project (or provides a halfhearted effort to it), the team's points are determined
without the negligent student's contribution. The
neglectful student does not receive the points
awarded to the team and the team is not penalized
for that member's lack of effort.

